Annual Report
2016-2017
Advancing student performance in Maths and Science

In over a decade, we have significantly
boosted the Maths and Science
performance of disadvantaged
students nationally.
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Number of years in operation

18

Number of centres

R60m
2015-2016 budget

2300

Grade 12 Learners per year

939

Distinctions produced in 2016 for Maths, Science and Accounting
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Executive Summary
Enabling students to be the thinkers, innovators and leaders of tomorrow.

Kutlwanong is a Section 21 (not for profit) organization, providing
tuition to boost the Maths and Science performance of township
and rural students. Our goal is to improve the quality of Maths and
Science matric passes, enabling more black students to access tertiary
education and professional careers. Our program builds on and is
inspired by the vital roles that young people can play in our country’s
economy and work force – if they have a sound education in Maths
and Science.
This annual report, delves into our 2016 matric performance across
18 centres. It also unpacks our 3 programmes: Learner Support
Programme, Teacher Development and Career Path and their
complementary role in achieving exceptional results.

While numbers and statistics of performance are important, the
real change that we see cannot be quantified. Our students learn
important lifeskills like discipline, time management and working
towards a goal, which they carry into their tertiary and professional
careers. Career talks by Kutlwanong alumni provide important role
models for foreign professions. When our Grade 12 students see and
hear that someone from their very neighbourhood worked hard,
qualified and is a successful working professional – that is a powerful
shift in the minds of our learners.
The summation of our work illustrates that our programmes are not
only delivering exceptional results, in terms of their strategic intent,
but are also contributing to a youth talent pool that is informed and
driven to achieve great things.

2016 Top Performers Pretoria
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Sibanya, 2016 Top Overall Performer Free State
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Nita Cutalele, Overall Top Performer, PE

PE 2016 Awards, Grade 11 students
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Avenge Community Trust, 2016 Top performers, Limpopo
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Chairman’s Overview
Tshepo Ntsimane
It has been an honour and a privelege
for me to assume the role of Chairperson
of the Kutlwanong Board during the
latter part of 2016. My objectives have
been: consolidation, strengthening our
Board processes and organizational
achievements and growing from there.

A good foundation in Maths and Science,
creates individuals with the technical and
creative skills needed to thrive in today’s
workforce and growing the future economy. For 2016, our matric
learners achieved 939 distinctions in Maths, Science and Accounting
–the highest to date. I must commend the Kutlwanong team, learners
and the teachers for their effort in making 2016 a success. Our
strong and consistent results speak to the dedication, passion and
commitment of all staff involved.
As an organisation, we depend on funding to fuel our programmes
and to create a shared prosperity for our communities. However, 2016
was fraught with funding challenges.
Kutlwanong has experienced the direct impact of the #FeesMustFall
student protest. Basic and higher education are tussling for the same
portion of CSI and donor funding. It’s a challenge, which keeps us up
at night.

Public sector
We have had a long and successful partnership with the Department
of Education in the Free State, as part funder of the Qwa-Qwa centre.
During 2016, this was one of the top performing centres for matric
results but due to challenges with their procurement processes this
partnership had to cease.
Timeous payment of funds, from public sector funders remains a risk
for Kutlwanong. Our tuition programmes start operating in January at
the start of the school year. However, delays in funds being received,
means a late start and places our teachers and curriculum staff under
pressurize to catch-up.

Private sector
The private sector has experienced a slow down of the economy,
making departments like CSI the first casualties of budget cuts.
Mining companies have experienced a global slump and have
subsequently reduced corporate funding, impacting our fundraising
efforts.

Amidst these challenges, we are truly grateful and thankful to our
current funders, who have continued to support us and increased
their funding. I am confident that despite these challenges, the quality
of our work and the sustainability of our model will help Kutlwanong
grow during 2017. I am constantly amazed by our dedicated staff,
delivering our programmes with a passion for education and for
improving the well being of the communities they reside in. As an
organization we pride ourselves on delivering exceptional results
against the odds!

Strengthening relations
We have made a concerted effort to improve the relationship
between the management team and the Board. Specifically we
have also tried to strengthen and better manage our relationships
with teachers and funders-equally important stakeholders. I must
commend the team for their commitment, time and effort in growing
these relationships into strong partnerships.
All Kutlwanong staff and Board members are doing this for the
benefit of the students that we support and the country as a
whole. Successful economies require an educated workforce. We
see it everyday that those with little to no education are often the
casualties of unemployment. Emerging markets like India and China,
are improving the quality of their output by investing in education.
I am proud that our work seeks to improve the number of learners
qualifying for higher education, and that at least 50% of the learners
we support achieve that.

Looking ahead
We want to also improve how we manage alumni relationships.
Alumni are our ambassadors and best poised to showcase what
Kutlwanong can achieve. We are fortunate to have representation
at various universities. Where we don’t exist we must seek urgent
representation, and where we do exist we must strengthen and
solidify alumni relations.
All of this requires funding. We must expand our funding base by
targeting new funders. This is a key focus for us in 2017. Also, in
realising the 2020 strategy I am looking forward to a future where
at least 50% of our learners achieve top grades, boosting our ability
to attract more funding. I would like Kutlwanong to continue to
sustain our improvement of results, before we increase the number of
learners in our programmes. Improving results is the goal for 2017.
We have accomplished so much with your commitment and support.
Thank you. Please join us in our quest to grow the economy by
ensuring a sound education in Maths and Science for township and
rural learners across South Africa.
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CEO’s Overview
Tumelo Mabitsela
As an organization, we are
committed to fundraising
and increasing the number of
centres we operate nationally –
to help more students. However,
despite our best intentions, local
and global factors negatively
impacted our fundraising efforts.
Globally, economic challenges
have had an impact on the
South African NGO sector and
donor funding. Locally, the
student protests in response to the increase in tertiary fees under
the #FeesMustFall campaign has forced many corporate funders to
re-direct CSI funds away from high school programmes and towards
bursary programmes to assist Government with the shortfall of
tertiary fees.
However, during 2016 we welcomed Sentech as a new corporate
funder, with a new centre in Mabopane, Pretoria. Our Maths and
Science programme caters for 150 Grade 10 students and 150 Grade
11 students. We remain optimistic that our fundraising efforts will
be successful and that we will continue to open new Kutlwanong
centres during 2017.

Smart Procurement
Our aim is to partner with organizations to maximize our
budgets and to ensure our sustainability. We have partnered with
Hotel group, Tsogo Sun, enabling our staff and students to be
accommodated at their hotels, country wide at a discounted rate. As
a result, our overheads for travel and accommodation will decrease
significantly for the next financial year. We will continue to take steps,
where possible, to decrease our expenses and maximize our spend.

Rewarding top performance
During 2016, we increased our award ceremonies and hosted them
in Cape Town, Durban, PE, Limpopo, Nelspruit, Pretoria and Joburg.
This is a result of the growth in Kutlwanong’s centres nationally and
in the improved levels of top performance per centre.
Another indicator of a boost in performance is the number
of learners qualifying for our annual incentive, a Weekend to
Remember where top Grade 12 performers visit Cape Town in style.
For 2016, we had a dramatic increase from 47 to 80, in the number of
learners who qualified.
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•

264 learners achieved 85% and above, for their June 2016
exams, across all 18 centres

•

80 of them achieved 90% and above, qualifying to attend
the Weekend to Remember

Whilst our standards for top performance must increase, we
must also gear up to accommodate more students qualifying for
incentives. For Kutlwanong, this is a good problem to have! It is a
sign of hard work and perseverance amongst learners.

Corporate Governance changes
Three Board members stepped down during 2016, and we have
recently filled these spots. Mlamli Booi stepped down and Tshepo
Ntsimane has assumed position of Board Chairperson. All functions
of our board are being met with full support for the execution of
Kutlwanong’s 2020 strategy.

2017, R&D and Teacher Development
We have identified the continued need for teacher development
for schools within and outside our programme. Teachers are keen
to learn about the curriculum and need assistance with CAPS, its
roll out and lesson plans. Our aim for 2017 is to expand our Teacher
Development Programme to further boost teacher support.
Additionally, our new Research and Development unit has a
mandate to research STEM in education and to use this information
to better guide and grow our programmes. Kutlwanong was
founded on the belief that STEM skills are scarce, our research will
provide a macro-economic view of how our work at a high school
level feeds into these careers and contributes to generating a pool
of active professionals who can participate in the economy.

Relationship building
My plan is to strengthen our relationship and partnership with all
School Governing Bodies within all our centres. My aim is to help
them understand our work and our performance, both at a macro
and a practical level. I hope to share specific information about our
learner and teacher development programmes in each center and
to explore ways that we can work more efficiently, and grow our
relationship with School Governing Bodies. To this end, I am excited
about the future of Kutlwanong and all that we can achieve in the
run-up to 2020.
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About Kutlwanong
To improve grade 12 Maths and Science results of black learners nationally to enable them
to pursue careers in Commerce and Science related fields.
Mission
•

Developing, continuously improving and
delivering extra- curricular learning models
for Maths, Science and Accounting subjects
targeting high school grades 10-12 learners
and educators

•

Investing in and replicating the teaching
framework, model and infrastructure
throughout South Africa especially townships
and rural areas, in order to impact as large a
base of learners and communities as possible

•

Providing through the programs, a focal
point for sponsors and funders to aggregate
financial resources together in a single but
mutually beneficial initiative for role players,
the economy and society at large

•

Bringing together and facilitating the
fulfillment of broad needs of various
stakeholders: namely the department of
education, schools, communities, business
and learners in a way that not only creates
economic benefits but also builds the social
and ethical fabric of our country and its
communities.

Aims and objectives
•

•

•

To improve the core Maths and Science
symbols of learners on the programme to a
minimum D symbol so as to facilitate their
entrance into tertiary educational institutions;
To increase the number of successful black
applicants that qualify for university entrance
into sciences, commerce, engineering and
mining related careers;

•

To bridge the critical skills shortage by
increasing the size of the talent pool from
which employers can draw graduates who are
qualified in Maths, Science, and Technology
fields

•

To increase the talent pool from which
companies can draw learners for bursaries.

•

To conduct career guidance and facilitate the
successful bursary application of Kutlwanong
learners.

Programmes delivered
Learner programme
We provide Mathematics and Physical Science
tuition to Grade 10, 11 and 12 township and rural
students. With quality matric passes, in these
gateway subjects, our students are positioned to
access tertiary education and professional careers.

Career Path
Our programme goes beyond assisting students to
achieve good marks in matric. To grow a black talent
pool of professionals our career specialists help
students from Grade 10 to Grade 12, to plan their
career journey.

Teacher Development
We capacitate teachers by aiding their
understanding of the curriculum and syllabus. Our
teaching aids help educators to deliver lessons
with conviction, both within our programme and
in their own classrooms.

To build capacity among maths and science
educators in historically disadvantaged
schools

Our Vision:

Be the leader in the provision of High School
Maths and Science support programmes.

In 2005 we started
with one centre at
Dobsonville, Soweto
with 140 Grade 12
students
In 2008, our 140
Maths students
produced:
22 Cs

34 Bs

84 distinctions
10 students
achieved
100% in Maths

By helping
disadvantaged
students, we are
growing the next
generation of
black scientists,
engineers,
accountants and
mining specialists
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Curriculum alignment
Our programme is aligned to the National Department of
Education’s curriculum. Our educators are highly qualified and in
many cases subject specialists.

Supporting content mastery
We spend an exceptional amount of time on tasks enabling
mastery of theory and practice on a subject in one session. We
immerse students in content, enabling them to get-to-grips with
concepts. Routine tests assess their grasp of concepts prior to
progressing to other subject topics.

Educator growth
Kutlwanong provides educator support and workshops on the
teaching methodology. Educators growth and professional
development shows tangible results in the quality of teaching
and classroom results.

Sustained tutorship
Learner support begins at Grade 10 and continues until
matric. Over 3 years we address Maths and Science concepts
at a fundamental level, providing a firm base on which to grow
learner understanding and proficiency in these subjects.

Jerry Nkutshweu, 2016 Top Performer Pretoria

2017 Gauteng Grade 12 learners, Gauteng

Eric Nkoana, Community Service Occupational
Therapist, Department of Health , 2009 alumni

Lulama Motlhale, Junior Engineer, Palace
Group, 2010 alumni
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Our programme in action
Grooming students to be the next generation of black Scientists, Accountants and Engineers
Sustained Support

Incentives

We provide learner support from Grade 10 to 12. By addressing Maths
and Science concepts at a foundational level, we provide a firm base
for learners to grow proficient in these subjects.

Top performers, of routine tests, attend quarterly incentives and
our annual Weekend to Remember to Cape Town. This motivates
performance and encourages students to maintain consistent results.

Food packs

Career planning

We provide pre-packed lunch for all our students. Educators do not
have to compete against hunger for the attention and concentration of
Kutlwanong learners.

We provide guidance, support and tools to facilitate entry into tertiary
education. We offer career talks, provide bursary and university
application forms and assist students to fill them out.

Teacher Development

Responsibility

Trained and educated teachers are key to providing learners with a
quality education. Our specialised teacher development workshops,
support and training helps educators to transition content from the
curriculum to the classroom. We help educators with presenting their
lessons, simplification of concepts and helping learners to grasp how
Maths and Science forms a part of everyday life.

We encourage learners to take responsibility for their behavior and to
strive for excellence in and outside the classroom environment. These
life skills benefit their studies and builds character too.

Lerato Mthembu, Investment Specialist,
FNB, 2010 alumni

University Alumni Programme
We have alumni programmes at a number of major universities
providing a powerful form of motivation and peer support. Activities
include re-visiting centres, organizing matric career days, university
mentoring & network sessions.

Thuthuka Zwane, IT entrepreneur,
MohVirtualStore, 2009 alumni

Mondli Guliwe, Engineer in training,
Knight Piesold Consulting, 2009 alumni
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Pat Tshikane, Head Teacher
Development and Research
Teacher Development
Kutlwanong routinely conducts Teacher
Development training as part of our programme. Avenge Community Trust, one of
our funders noticed the impact of our work
and requested us to host training workshops
for 8 of their Leap Schools, that also specialize in Maths and Science.
We hosted 30 teachers for training in Gauteng in June 2016: 15 Maths
and 15 Physical Science. Training was a 2-day process and we held
follow up sessions with the LEAP Diepsloot centre.
Additionally, we conducted similar 2-day teacher training workshops
for Liberty in Katlehong and Umbumbulu and for Investec for all centres they support. These are outside the regular teacher workshops
we host and is a means to significantly boost overall capacity of teachers and to unpack foundational concepts in Maths and Science.
During these sessions we focus on subject mastery; new research on
how children learn, emerging technology tools for the classroom and
new curriculum resources. For the last term we focus on structure of
the question paper, different cognitive levels, weighting of topics and
time management. Our training also focuses on revision material for
prepping Grade 12 end of year exams. We compile specific material
across 9 provinces for revision so that both teachers and learners get
as much practice, preparation and mastery as possible.

Improvements
For 2017, we will use consultants to deliver our teacher training.
Increasing our manpower to four personnel, means we can do more
training sessions across the country, quicker and simultaneously. This
improves efficiencies and enables centres to be on par with each
other, consistently. In 2015 we covered 70% of our centres and in 2016
we covered 100% of our centres with teacher development training.
As facilitators and as a team we continue to have discussions and to
train one another for consistency and quality controls.

Threats/challenges
Within some of our districts, access to teachers and their time is a
challenge. A workshop in the afternoon of a school day has limited
impact as teachers are tired and concentration levels are low.
Gauteng Teacher Development Workshops
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Weekends are also a challenge as teachers have family and other
commitments, making it difficult to prioritize work. Kutlwanong
needs to explore creative ways to work around these timing issues, as
teachers see a lot of value in these workshops, but struggle with the
commitment of time.

2017 plans
We plan to host regular afternoon sessions with teachers. Our
facilitators will spend a week in an area, available for two-hour
sessions with teachers, on focused content that is topic specific.
Currently all our facilitators are Gauteng based. We want to develop
some of our teachers to be trainers, so that we can reach more
educators and they can train others in their areas. By training regional
and provincial teachers, we increase our capacity nationally and this
also decreases our costs of travel and key man dependencies.

Research and Development
Research and development is a new unit, that I am heading up. Its
purpose is to get relevant insight into education and STEM. We want
to identify the difference Kutlwanong is making as well as client
satisfaction in our programmes. Are we delivering what we promise,
in light of our mandate with corporate funding. We have conducted
an analysis and we are evaluating our impact in different districts. The
data we are collecting would help us:
•

Establish the difference our learner programme is making

•

Ensure that successes are repeated and mistakes are not

•

Demonstrate to funders that the project has value/impact

The research is an ongoing process, but the data will form part of
our regular funders’ reports. A threat in this area is obtaining valid
information for research purposes and attaining co-operation from
our stakeholders. The Department of Education is the custodian of
core information for our research. We are heavily reliant on them for
provision of accurate statistics, timeously. Should there be any errors
or delays, our research will be compromised.
Our high level plans for 2017 is to evaluate the learner, teacher
development and career path programmes. Our aim is to conduct
process evaluations, impact evaluations and outcome evaluations to
assess our work. Our research participants will be learners, alumni,
feeder schools, Dept of Education officials, funders and parents. Whilst
we are evaluating our work, we also want to tell the meaningful story
behind our work – which till now has largely been hidden.
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Coach Collen Mkhomazi,
Head of Curriculum
The curriculum team is responsible for the
delivery of the curriculum, aligned with DoE
policies for Maths and Science. Our team
works with teachers and centre managers
to monitor consistency and quality of
teaching and learning. We routinely meet
with educators across our 18 centres to
identify areas that require training. We also conduct weekly subject
meetings to help teachers to distill the curriculum to its simplest
form for delivery. Our role involves cultivating a strong relationship
with teachers, planning the curriculum and ensuring quality in its
delivery. We work with teachers on strategies for classes, how to tackle
curriculum problem areas and creative ways for students to grasp
content. During our routine visits, we ensure consistency in process;
compliance with our curriculum policies and work schedule.

Highlights for 2016
Previously we had discrepancies in delivery of the curriculum. In
2016, we made a concerted effort to identify problem areas of the
curriculum resulting in an improvement in how teachers taught. All
centres managed to complete the syllabus on time and all learners
were assessed. Our team worked closely with teachers and centre
managers to decrease these inconsistencies and to ensure that all
teachers taught the same content in the same way.
For my team, consistency is key for credibility and quality of the
Kutlwanong model. To enhance co-operation and develop team spirit
from teachers and centre managers, we went on a road show to all
centres. For poor performing centres, we developed intervention
programmes and constantly evaluated what we were doing. We
planned these for the Easter holidays of 2016 for Motherwell, Phillippi
and Mbombela.
•

We found an improvement in the Grade 10, 11 and 12
assessments, which tracks learner progress

•

We also began using learner assessments to track teaching
methods and grasping of content across centres

•

Where we find problem areas in terms of learner performance,
we intervene and provide support to learners, teachers and
centre managers

•

Our aim is to improve performance by ensuring learners achieve
at least 60%

•

Our other quality indicators are measuring subject averages,
ensuring a high number of learners perform at Level 7 (A) and
of course that the Grade 12 learners who pass matric achieve a
Bachelors pass

One of our biggest successes is that teachers are really making an
effort to simplify the curriculum content. If they apply themselves
at the Kutlwanong centres, they do so when they return to their
participating schools as well. Principals and District officials have
indicated the vast improvement in the manner in which teaching and
subject matter is approached. The teacher development workshops
also provided support, strategies to teach and planning of lessons.
Incentivizing student performance, with a Top Performers Lunch or
Dinner also motivates students. We take between 30 and 50 learners
as the minimum requirement for performance in both subjects is 70%.

We host regular parents meetings, to include them in their child’s
performance and to reinforce their role in the programme. Many
parents are relieved that their kids are not on the streets, they have
something tangible to do and being in class keeps them safe whilst
fostering their personal development.

Threats
A key threat for the curriculum team is any delay of funder payments.
The curriculum team’s programme must commence with the school
calendar. If there are delays in funder payments, material is delivered
late to centres and we cannot start the programme on time. As a
result, learners and teachers are constantly on the back foot, trying to
catch-up. There are also knock on effects in terms of the late delivery
of the curriculum and limited time for revision.
The lack of qualified Mathematics and Physical Science teachers in
some areas like Parys and Theunissen is also a challenge. If necessary,
we resort to transporting educators from other areas to ensure quality
of teaching. This isn’t ideal as our role is to capacitate teachers within
that specific area. During 2017, our aim is to explore ways to capacitate
and boost the quality of local teachers in these areas.
Another challenge is the lack of ICT integration at our centres.
Kutlwanong is still largely a paper -based organization and this
hampers our work. In Gauteng we have seen most schools using
smart boards, however when learners attend Kutlwanong classes
we use chalk-boards. We need to find creative ways to integrate
technology into our work so that centre managers and teachers are
not only familiar with it, but embrace it too.

Key Learnings
A key learning is that all our centres require regular, on the ground
support. My team travel extensively to ensure that there is a presence
at the various centres but to also ensure consistency and quality in
teaching and learning. We also find that teacher training must be an
ongoing activity, providing support and tools for them to simplify
learning. We also plan to involve teachers more –attaining their
feedback and reception of content upfront, so that it’s a part of the
programme.

Plans for 2017
Our aim for 2017 is to better integrate ICT into our work. Alongside
local and global moves towards technology, we need to better assimilate technology into the curriculum. It’s not enough to supply the
resources, we need time and training so that teachers feel empowered to use technology.
We plan to conduct more independent assessments. We will contract
external examiners and moderators to formulate and evaluate our
assessments to ensure credibility, quality and transparency. We have
also scheduled two centre manager workshops to ensure consistency
and compliance across policies and delivery of the curriculum. Our
aim is to also have regular meetings with district and school principals
–providing them with quarterly progress reports; highlighting any
challenges and working as a district to resolve them. If we are able to
keep them in the loop of what’s happening on the ground, they are
better equipped to respond and our centres benefit. This is part of our
ongoing plan to strengthen relationships with principals and district
teams.
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Career planning and pathing
Encouraging students to dream big and providing the support for those dreams to become a reality!
Our aim, with career path, is to ensure that Kutlwanong learners
start planning for their careers from Grade 10. During 2016 we
decided to run career fairs with feeder and Kutlwanong schools,
to provide our learners with career guidance and information. We
had corporates, companies that offered bursaries, Government,
parastatals and SETA’s to interact with learners. In total, 750 Grade
10, Grade 11 and in some areas Grade 12 learners participated
in the Dream Career Expo during Sept and Oct 2016. Overall we
visited 7 provinces, 19 townships and 450 high schools delivering
career advice and information.
Our aim for 2017 is to increase the number of corporates that
exhibit at this Career Expo. We want to collaborate with them,
to tailor what and how they present their career information.
We will try to extend the career expo to areas where we do not
operate, enabling learners without any support to benefit.
A challenge however is that, our career expos are specifically
for STEM careers. As a result, students studying Maths Literacy
and other non-STEM subjects get excluded from participation.
We don’t have a solution for assisting them, as our focus for
Kutlwanong is STEM subjects and careers, but it is a challenge.
While the career expo is a great tool to bring students to one
place to attain information, we also want to facilitate teams of
companies visiting Kutlwanong centres grouped by industry.
Here our strategy is to ensure that the career expo provides
basic information and that these visits provides more detailed
information, career guidance and support.

Career videos
Its tough choosing a career today. There’s a lot of information
online, in books and through conversations with teachers and
parents. But this information isn’t packaged and simplified to

Post matric 1 on 1
Our work with Grade 11 and Grade 12 learners entails:
•
•
•

A career assessment
A course chooser and
An online application process

Our aim is to help our learners become aware of who they are, what
career they are choosing,w hether they meet the minumum criteria to
pursue that career and if so, to help them apply for a course of study
and bursaries for related courses.
Thereafter we focus on:
•
•
•

Online feedback from tertiary institutions regarding applications
Life after school and post school study options
Career campus – unpacking the informed decision making
process post Grade 12

Our aim is to prepare young people for their post matric journey as
much as possible. We do this by imparting lifeskills, helping them
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help learners make informed decisions. Part of our strategy
involves shooting a range of career video’s that are interactive,
fun and informative for learners to watch. These career videos
have a dual purpose, to provide (a) basic information to centre
managers and (b) detailed information on various STEM related
careers to learners. This can boost the knowledge of teachers
and centre managers, enabling them to respond to basic
questions and help learners where possible. The use of videos
also enables students to absorb information to help with interest
areas specific to a sector. Thereafter, we can help them hone into
the exact career they want to pursue.

Key Learnings
Kutlwanong has provided career pathing to students since
2015. Our plan is to expose learners to STEM careers, and to
provide the tools for them to access further education and work
opportunities. We want to influence learners to perform well
in Grade 10, enabling them to make early career decisions and
apply for further education with their Grade 11 results. Thereafter,
during matric their focus is on performance and not decision
making – removing further stress and pressure.

Alumni at universities
Over the past year we have initiated 6 alumni university chapters
at UJ, Wits, UP, UCT, TUT, UKZN. When our learners graduate
matric, the aim is that they have a support system, friends and
a network of likeminded Kutlwanong colleagues at university.
These alumni chapters are a key tool for us to track our learners
and the careers they enter. We also have a Working Professionals
alumni to provide support and a network, once students
complete tertiary for the professional jobs they pursue.

make informed decisions and become aware with who they are, what
they want to do and what it takes to get there.

NBT tests
Tertiary institutions require all applicants to have written an NBT test, a
benchmark test which assesses a learners readiness to pursue tertiary
education. Our learners write this test during June of each year,
courtesy of our partnership with UCT.

Promaths Societies University Chapters
Our aim was to provide a stronger link between students in Grade
12 and those who become a part of the Promaths Alumni Tertiary
Chapters around the country. We did this by doing tertiarty tours with
the Grade 12’s to various tertiary institutions and ensuring that they
met the alumni committee at those institutions. We also facilitiated
specific career talks by Alumni Committee members at the various
centres, to ensure that there was a face to each alumni society and
that the Grade 12 learners had someone to relate to.
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Promaths Alumni, pillars of engagement

2017 Grade 12 learners, PE

Our Footprint of
Tertiary Alumni

Limpopo
Uni of Limpopo: 111

Gauteng
Wits: 231
UJ: 207
UP: 120
TUT: 75

Free State

Kwazulu Natal

UFS: 85

UKZN: 116

Eastern Cape
Western Cape

NMMU: 70

UCT: 132
UWC & CPUT: 144

Alumni Societies Activities
Alumni societies currently operate at Wits, UJ, UP, TUT, UCT, UKZN,
University of Limpopo and UFS. We are in the process of launching
chapters at NMMU, UWC and Cape Peninsula, University of
Stellenbosch, Rhodes, NWU and Vaal University of Technology.
The activities of these chapters fall into 4 categories:
•
•
•
•

Connect
Support
Motivate
Empower

Promaths alumni chapters at universities have specific days where
they wear their alumni t-shirts, to encourage other Promaths students
on campus to connect and to be part of the alumni society. Each
alumni chapter interprets the above pillars in their own way, deciding
on how to engage their constituency, grow their base of active
members and provide support to each other. Kutlwanong maintains
close contact with the alumni committee of each chapter, providing
support for their activities and ensuring that there is accountability

KEY:
Number of learners per centre

for their plans. Most chapters have or are in the process of submitting
documentation to their SRC to register as a formal society.
The benefits of being a registered campus society is:
•
•

the use of university premises for meetings and events
presence to on-board new members during O-Week

Many societies have special events for first years, to on-board former
Grade 12 students, alumni visit Kutlwanong centres to provide career
talks and the 3rd and 4th year university students mentor the 1st and
2nd year university students. Alumni societies have huge potential
as they are an online social network which may represent real-world
professional relationships. This can help with:
•
•
•
•

Raising their profile
Career progression
Generation of referrals
entrepreneurship opportunities

For Kutlwanong it is the consolidation of its brand ambassadors,
young people whose matric marks have helped catapult them to
pursue a tertiary education and to enter professional STEM careers.
13
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2016 Matriculants

Kutlwanong facilitated 2279 online tertiary applications for Grade 12
students in 2016.

Learnerships & Projects

11%

Of these:
•

1261 were successfully administrated

•

842 learners were accepted to various tertiary and further
education institutions for the 2017 academic year. Most of these
learners acquired bursaries or NSFAS funding to pursue their
studies

•

247 learners, who could not afford tertiary fees, pursued
learnerships and other Government programmes

•

172 learners were not admitted as they did not meet the average
pass mark for the course they intended to study

•

1018 learner applications were not viable, as they either did not
submit required documents; did not pay the application fee or
did not meet the institutions application criterion

Admitted

Not admitted

37%

7%

Not viable

45%

458

260
227
112

112
71
19
2

Engineering

Natural
Sciences

Health
Sciences

Humanities Commerce

IT

Act. Science

Pursued qualifications for the Grade 12 Class of 2016

2016 Grade 12 Top regional performers
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Tools of Access
ALUMNI SOCIETIES:
• Employment opportunities through
industry partnerships
• Personal and career development
workshops
• Mentoring students
• Maintaining a student database to track
learners
• Establishing new Alumni societies

GRADE 11
Career vision to destination:
• Exposure to rare skills professions
• Maths and Science related careers
(almuni, professionals from companies/
company)
• Importance of Grade 11 results
• Exposure to learnerships
Get prepared:
• CV writing skills

GRADE 9
Career pinpoint: ID you career dream
• Subject choice assistance
• Highlighting Maths and Science career
options
• Help students understand link between
subject choice and access to careers

Lulama Gqoloda, Trading Business
Analyst, Investec Bank, 2006 alumni

5
GRADE 12
• Tertiary and bursary application
• NBT
• Application boot-camp
Get prepared:
• University preparation

GRADE 10
Career roadmap: Develop a path from
your career vision to destination
Career vision to destination:
• Career talks by alumni
• Introduce career choices
Take responsibility:
• Self knowledge, self management, life
skills
Get prepared:
• Study skills
• Reading and essay writing
• ID application
Engage support network:
• Involve parents/caregivers

Mmane Boikanyo, Marketing Manager,
TuksSport, 2009 alumni

15
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Our national impact 2016
2016 Enrollment

Distinctions (Level 7, 80-100%)

314
482

2 190

2 128

Mathematics

Physical Sciences

429

Physical Sciences

Mathematics

28

Accounting

78

Accounting

Overall Performance
1 667

1 684

Achieved
50–100%

Achieved
50–100%

Mathematics

Physical
Sciences

2 190

Enrollment

2 128

Enrollment

482

429

Achieved
80–100%

Achieved
80–100%

2016 overall results
482

446
414

429

406

419

60-69%

70-79%

370
310

50-59%

60-69%

70-79%

Mathematics

16

80-100%

50-59%

Physical Science

80-100%
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Summary 2016 results
Nationally Kutlwanong produced 911 distinctions
for Maths and Physical Sciences.
Overall pass rate
Bachelors University
pass
1743 (80%)
Higher Certificate
College
88 (4%)

Diploma Technology
pass
346 (16%)

Mathematics Core
• Out of 2190 Promaths learners , 429
produced distinctions for Mathematics
• 1684 learners (77%) obtained scores
between 50% and 100%
• 98,3% General Pass Rate

Physical Sciences
•
•
•

Out of 2128 promaths learners, 482
produced distinctions for physical sciences
1667 learners (78.3%) obtained scores
between 50% and 100%
98.5% General Pass Rate

17
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Where are our Grade 12, 2016 students?
The table below, illustrates the various forms of professional careers that the class of 2016 have pursued based on enrollment at tertiary and higher
learning institutions.
458

260
227
112
71

Commerce

19

Aviation

Act. Science

2
IT

Humanities

Health Sciences

Natural Sciences

Engineering

112

Class of 2016, professional careers pursued

Comparative analysis: 2014 – 2016
Maths enrollment

Physical Science enrollment

Maths enrollment increased from 1 422 in 2014 to 1 929 in 2015 (+507) to 2 190
in 2016 (+261)

Physical Science enrollment increased from 1 396 in 2014 to 1 874 in 2015 (+478)
to 2 128 in 2016 (+254)

2 190

2 128

1 929

1 874

1 422

2014

1 396

2015

2016

2014

2015

2016

Maths distinctions

Physical Science distinctions

Mathematics distinctions increased from 364 in 2014 to 426 in 2015 (+62) to 429
in 2016 (+3)

Physical Science distinctions increased from 310 in 2014 to 351 in 2015 (+41) to
482 in 2016 (+11)
482

426

429

364
310

2014

18

2015

2016

2014

351

2015

2016
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Comparative analysis: 2014 – 2016
Mathematic s

Physical Science
482

446
395
342

426 429

414
364

356

330

331

371

360

300

202

60-69%
2014

70-79%
2015

351

216

199

50-59%

310

270

252

249

419

406

80-100%

50-59%

2016

60-69%
2014

70-79%
2015

80-100%

2016

Mathematics and Physical Science
482
446

2 190

1 929

406

395

414 419

429

360

1 743
1 503

299

Enrolment Bachelors Diploma
Pass
Pass

346
98

88
Enrolment Bachelors Diploma
Pass
Pass

2015

2016

In summary
In summary, over the past 2 years Kutlwanong has contributed to the
increase in the Maths pass rate nationally.
For 2015 and 2016:

50-59%

60-69%
Mathematics

70-79%

80-100%

Physical Science

•

3246 learners attained a Bachelors Pass

•

831 learners attained a Diploma or Higher Education Pass

For 2015 and 2016, Kutlwanong facilitated a total of 4077 township
learners to access formal tertiary and higher education.

Learners at the Cape Town 2016 Awards
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Our funders and partners
Acquiring and managing funds

Kutlwanong is compliant with the legislation in terms of the provisions
of Section 21. Ernst & Young provides audit services to Kutlwanong on
a pro-bono basis and according to the Auditor’s reports for the past

2017 Gauteng Grade 12 learners

20

8 years including the year ending 31 December 2016 the organisation
has met the requirements of the International Financial Reporting
Standards and Companies Act of South Africa.
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Board Members

Tshepo Ntsimane
Chairman : Board of Directors

Tumelo Mabitsela
Chief Executive Officer

Nolundi Dondolo
Finance and Operations Manager

Maseko Nxumalo
Chairman: Finance Sub Committee

Kethabile Mabe
Chairperson; Academia Sub Committee

Mishack Tshabalala
Board Member
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Financial Report
Statement of financial position as at 31 December 2016

Kutlwanong is compliant with the legislation in terms of the provisions
of Section 21. Ernst & Young provide audit services for Kutlwanong on
a pro-bono basis and according to the Auditor’s reports for the past 8

years including the year ending 31 December 2016, the organisation
has met the requirements of the International Financial Reporting
Standards and Companies Act of South Africa.

Kutlwanong Centre for Maths, Science and Technology NPC
(Registration number 2001/025006/08)
Audited Annual Financial Statements for the year ended December 31, 2016

Note(s)

2016

2015

R

R

2

680,717

996,004

Trade and other receivables

3

11,833,122

1,947,522

Cash and cash equivalents

4

2,924,518

9,492,561

14,757,640

11,440,083

15,438,357

12,436,087

8,133,927

3,046,695

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Current assets

Total assets
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Retained income
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Total equity and liabilities

22

5

7,304,430

9,389,392

15,438,357

12,436,087
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Financial Report
Statement of Comprehensive Income

Kutlwanong Centre for Maths, Science and Technology NPC
(Registration number 2001/025006/08)
Audited Annual Financial Statements for the year ended December 31, 2016

Note(s)

2016

2015

R

R

Revenue
Donations

62,488,955

2,486,322

Other income
Recoveries

49,545,427

10

449,760

124,585

449,760

2,610,907

(373,491)

(381,645)

Employee costs

(35,156,701)

(31,845,768)

General expenses

(21,132,063)

(17,916,001)

Interest received
Operating expenses
Depreciation, amortisation and impairments

Lease rentals on operating lease
Operating profit (loss)

8

Finance costs

11

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year

(1,189,228)

(1,152,287)

(57,851,483)

(51,295,701)

5,087,232

860,633

5,087,232

859,827

5,087,232

859,827

(806)

Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year
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Financial Report
Statement of Changes in Equity

Kutlwanong Centre for Maths, Science and Technology NPC
(Registration number 2001/025006/08)
Audited Annual Financial Statements for the year ended December 31, 2016

Retained Income
R
Balance at January 1, 2015
Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income

Total equity
R

2,186,868

2,186,868

859,827

859,827

-

-

859,827

859,827

Balance at January 1, 2016

3,046,695

3,046,695

Profit for the year

5,087,232

5,087,232

Total comprehensive income for the year

Other comprehensive income

-

-

Total comprehensive income for the year

5,087,232

5,087,232

Balance at December 31, 2016

8,133,927

8,133,927

Note(s)
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Financial Report
Statement of Cash Flows

Kutlwanong Centre for Maths, Science and Technology NPC
(Registration number 2001/025006/08)
Audited Annual Financial Statements for the year ended December 31, 2016

Note(s)

2016

2015

R

R

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash used in operations

13

Interest income
Finance costs
Net cash from operating activities

(6,959,599)

4,111,031

449,760

124,585

-

(806)

{6,509,839)

4,234,810

(58,204)

(16,435)

{6,568,043)

4,218,375

9,492,561

5,274,186

2,924,518

9,492,561

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchase of property, plant and equipment

2

Total cash movement for the year
Cash at the beginning of the year
Total cash at end of the year

4
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